Choice of a spin singlet or triplet: electronic properties of Bis-Co(II), Bis-Ni(II), Bis-Cu(II) and Bis-Zn(II) oxygen doubly N-confused hexaphyrin (1.1.1.1.1.1).
Fused hexaphyrins have many physical and chemical properties and can coordinate transition metal ions. In this study, we investigated the geometric structure, charge decomposition analysis (CDA), spin density, frontier molecular orbital (FMO) compositions and absorption spectra of four oxygen doubly N-confused hexaphyrin (1.1.1.1.1.1) (ONCP) complexes with the metal ions Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) (designated ONCP-d-Co, ONCP-d-Ni, ONCP-d-Cu and ONCP-d-Zn). Based on their energies, geometric structures, FMO characteristics and comparison to experiments, ONCP-d-Co and ONCP-d-Cu have the mix-states of the triplet state and broken-symmetry state (antiferromagnetic state) rather than the spin singlet of a closed shell as previously reported. Moreover, based on analyses of the spin density and spin population of the spin triplet ONCP-d-Co and ONCP-d-Cu complexes, the charge transfer in ONCP-d-Cu is greater than that in ONCP-d-Co because the spin density in ONCP-d-Cu is concentrated not only on the Cu ion but also on the ONCP ligand. Thus, the CDA value for ONCP-d-Cu is larger. Finally, through comparative analysis of the FMO compositions and absorption spectra, the complexes and ligand are shown to have very similar absorption spectra with characteristics that arise mainly from π → π* transitions both in the B-band and the Q-band, which is due to the FMO compositions being dominated by the highly delocalized conjugated system, rather than by the metal ions. The absorption maxima of the Q-band are ONCP-d-Co (1020 nm) > ONCP-d-Zn (1012 nm) > ONCP-d-Ni (997 nm) > ONCP-d-Cu (988 nm), which is inversely proportional to the energy gap in their FMOs. Graphical Abstract The present work investigates the geometric structure, charge decomposition analysis (CDA), spin density, frontier molecular orbital (FMO) compositions and absorption spectra of four oxygen doubly N-confused hexaphyrin (1.1.1.1.1.1) (ONCP) complexes with the metal ions Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) (designated ONCP-d-Co, ONCP-d-Ni, ONCP-d-Cu and ONCP-d-Zn). Based on their energies, geometric structures, FMO characteristics and comparison to experiments, ONCP-d-Co and ONCP-d-Cu have the mix-state of the triplet state and broken-symmetry state (antiferromagnetic state) rather than the spin singlet of a close shell as were previously reported. Meanwhile, ONCP-d-Ni and ONCP-d-Zn show spin singlet structure. The calculated CDA shows the following order: ONCP-d-Cu (1.487) > ONCP-d-Ni (1.255) > ONCP-d-Co (1.211) > ONCP-d-Zn (1.201). Through comparisons of spin density and spin populations of ONCP-d-Co and ONCP-d-Cu, charge transfer between Cu and ligand ONCP is greater than that of Co and ONCP, which makes the CDA value of ONCP-d-Cu obviously larger than that of the other complexes.